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The heat is on
Greenhouse heating systems continue to
advance, whether they heat the air, the
soil or the plants directly.
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Using hot water to heat the air is a popular way
of heating greenhouses, whether through the use
of fan-equipped heat exchangers above the plants
(top right), or bench heating systems that warm
the air beneath containerized plants (bottom).
In either case, water heaters (middle) can provide
sufficient hot water.
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Some of the coldest weather
Oregon has seen in many years hit
early this past December, testing greenhouse heating systems throughout the
state’s nursery industry.
Heating lies at the core of greenhouse technology. These artificial
environments, developed over many
decades, play crucial roles in propagation and plant protection. Without
them, the nursery industry would be
vastly different.
In fact, the greenhouse research
program at Rutgers University was recognized as “one of the five outstanding
achievements in agricultural engineering
for the 20th century” by the American
Society of Agricultural Engineers.
So, though most major breakthroughs in greenhouse heating were
introduced decades ago, there are still
many considerations when adding
new systems.
Selecting a greenhouse heating
system depends a number of factors

including the site’s location, the greenhouse’s size and type, which plants are
being grown, the available fuel type,
initial and operating costs, and finally,
the grower’s individual preferences. The
common fuel choices for generating
heat from combustion systems remain
gas or oil.
According to Chris Guntermann,
who works with the Oregon office of
Horticultural Services, Inc. in Oregon
City, Ore., there are three main types of
heating systems used in greenhouses.
“Heating systems are generally divided
into those that heat the air, those
that heat the soil, and infrared systems
that actually heat the objects,” he said.
Heating systems have different
costs, often depending on the fuel
source they use. “For example, propane
can cost 85 percent more per heat unit
than natural gas,” Guntermann said. “For
new businesses entering the market, or
businesses expanding, it may be wise to
find property served by natural gas.”
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Ivan Schuening of Oregon Valley
Greenhouses Inc. in Aurora, Ore.
pointed out that the altitude of the site
is another factor to be considered when
operating heating systems.
“If a greenhouse is at several thousand feet, the system heating orifices
need to be changed or it will not heat
the space adequately,” he said.
When planning construction, growers now have a tool to help them
make energy decisions. Virtual Grower
(http://www.ars.usda.gov/Research/
docs.htm?docid=11449) is a decision
support tool for greenhouse growers,
available through the USDA.
Users can build a greenhouse
with a variety of materials for roofs
and sidewalls, design the greenhouse
style, schedule temperature set points
throughout the year, and predict heat-

ing costs for more than 230 sites within the country.
First steps
Most greenhouse consultants note
several steps all operations need to take
before upgrading or buying a new heating system.
The first is timely maintenance of
existing equipment, which can be the
least expensive way to cut energy costs.
Second is tightening up the structure
so that the generated heat is not lost
through gaps or openings in the walls
and doors.
“One of the biggest challenges is
getting the grower/customer to look
and plan in advance,” said Robin K.
Gehring, who works with McConkey
Co. in Wilsonville, Ore. “They need to
be doing the maintenance and review
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of their heating systems before the cold
weather sets in.”
According to Gehring, it’s a good
idea to schedule and conduct heating
system maintenance on a regular basis.
Your equipment supplier can help you
design a maintenance program for your
specific system.
Main heating system options
After consistent maintenance and
controlling air leaks, upgrading to more
efficient heating systems is often the
next option for lowering energy costs.
Again, it generally breaks down to
forced air, hot water, root zone heaters,
or radiant and infrared systems.
Air heaters can be the typical
“unit heater,” or an oil-fired furnace,
Guntermann said. Soil heat can also be
delivered via electric cables or warm
water in “hydronic recirculating” systems. Infrared heat is typically beamed
from overhead tubes. It heats all objects
including foliage and the soil.
While unit heaters work best in
smaller spaces, their efficiencies
have been improved recently by
adding technology to capture latent
(escaping) heat.
“The biggest advances have been
in breakthrough designs for condensing
boilers and now condensing unit heaters,” Guntermann said.
Such systems now capture
the latent heat of condensation from
the exhaust stream, increasing their
efficiency from 80 percent up to 93 percent. “That means that 93 percent of the
heat in the fuel is actually delivered into
the greenhouse,” he said. “Most systems
vent exhaust gases to the outside, preventing plant damage from fumes.”
One common option is central
heating, where boiler heat is transferred
to the greenhouse environment either
by smooth or finned pipes, or by unit
heat exchangers equipped with fans.
Boiler heat transferred to larger hot air
systems use forced hot air, or sometimes from heat exchanged from polyethylene (PE) vent tubes. These tubes
inflate when the blower fan is turned

on, distributing heat from holes perforated in the PE.
Boiler heat energy can also be distributed through a growing space by
an array of water pipes carrying warm
water set up as a series of loops running through the bay.
Schuening noted one weakness
with a central system. If there should
be problems requiring a shutdown,
all the plants are affected. He prefers
double systems.
“Since it is cheaper to maintain
greenhouse heat than it is to warm
the space each day, we prefer to see
two, 150,000 Btu heaters in place,” he
said. “One has a temperature set so it
does the bulk of the heating. The second comes on during colder periods.
With one 300,000 Btu heater, it can
sometimes actually overheat the growing space.”
This two-heater system also creates
a backup.
Bottom heating systems
Root-zone heating creates optimum
root temperature by distributing heat
to both bench and floor growing systems. These systems distribute hot water
through a looping pattern of rubber
tubing or “hydronic thermal tubing,” or
PVC piping.
“Most plants respond well to
warmer root zones and heating the root
zone allows growers to lower the air
temperatures,” Guntermann said. “Those
lower air temps result in less heat being
lost to the outside, and hence lower
fuel bills.”
In fact, keeping a greenhouse
one degree warmer than needed
increases gas bills by 10 percent to 15
percent under typical California conditions, according to work done at the
University of California, Davis.
Research has also shown plants
benefit from root-zone heating, with
root zone temperatures being more
critical to plant growth than leaf
temperatures. In fact, 2002 ATTRA
▲
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publication “Root Zone Heating for
Greenhouse Crops” stated: “By maintaining an optimum root zone temperature, greenhouse air temperatures can
be lowered 15 degrees F. Researchers
in California determined that benchtop heating systems used only half the
energy required by a perimeter hot
water system to produce chrysanthemum and tomato crops.”
Under-bench heating systems work
for plants grown on the benches, fixed
tables, and rolling or transportable
tables. Some research shows, besides
maintaining a uniform temperature, they
positively affect the microclimate of
plants. Increased air movement caused
lowers the humidity around the plants,
lessening disease frequency.
Floor heating works with crops
grown directly on the floor, such as
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bedding plants, containerized ornamentals, bag-cultured vegetables and soilgrown greenhouse vegetables.
Infrared or radiant heating systems
One of the last technologies added
to the greenhouse arsenal over the
past two decades was infrared or radiant heat. These systems use extremely
high gas temperatures created by
blowing combustion gases through
a metal tube. This tube is mounted
high overhead, extending the length
of the greenhouse, and then the gas is
exhausted outside.
According to Jay Cushman of
OBC Northwest Inc. in Canby, Ore.,
these systems do not warm the air,
but warm objects, in this case plants,
and tend to be more energy efficient.
“Some would argue it is not uniform,”

A mini-boiler may be the most appropriate way to
heat water for greenhouse heating applications.

he said, “but they are very efficient
users of fuel … one-half or less than
that of space heaters.”
He feels when they are properly
installed, the environment the plant is
in allows for drier foliage, thus lowering the chance of disease. Some would
say it helps with disease suppression
because the foliage is warm but dry.
“And, they can have a long life at
15-20 years with proper maintenance,”
he added.
But Schuening cautioned growers
that some had a different experience.

While providing heat, these options
tend to warm only the top of the
leaves and plant.
“So, in some cases, lower leaves
and undersides can remain moist and
could increase the chance of disease,”
he said.
New approaches
Escalating energy prices have
meant some operations looking at
“alternative” heating systems, though
few have been built.
“Fuel sources such as solar, groundheat pumps, burning bio-mass or
biodiesel may work in certain cases,”
Guntermann said. But, he noted, history
from previous energy crises indicates
that high equipment costs, maintenance
issues, and market price changes can
make such systems difficult to analyze.
Geothermal heat pumps (GHP)
are another new alternative. The GeoHeat Center (http://geoheat.oit.edu) at
the Oregon Institute of Technology in
Klamath Falls, Ore. has done extensive
study and work in this area.
Another up-and-coming option of
interest to some is manure-based compost as a heat source. While it has limited
potential for widespread use, it might be
an efficient option for specific situations.
The compost is either contained in a special chamber attached to one side of the
greenhouse, or in a nearby vessel compost units or compost windrows.
Obviously, capturing the heat of
combustion and distributing it to the
greenhouse itself is a design feature
that needs attention.
Options include wrapping the
compost chamber with recirculating
water pipes, using an air-to-water
heat exchanger, or even distributing it
through radiant heating.
Miles McCoy is the owner of
Sustainable Hort LLC, a sustainable
and organic products marketing firm.
He has 25-plus years of green industry
experience in marketing, communications and research. He can be reached
at miles@hevanet.com.
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